Quality of life of family caregivers of cancer patients in Singapore and globally
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INTRODUCTION

Family caregivers of cancer patients often suffer from impaired quality of life (QOL) due to stress arising from the responsibility of caregiving. Most research on such QOL impairments was conducted in Western populations. Thus, this exploratory study sought to (a) examine the QOL levels of family caregivers of cancer patients in an Asian population in Singapore, in relation to caregivers from other countries within and outside of Asia; and (b) investigate the association between sociodemographic factors and QOL impairments in family caregivers in Singapore.

METHODS

A total of 258 family caregivers of cancer patients who were receiving outpatient treatment completed the Caregiver Quality of Life Index-Cancer (CQOLC) and a sociodemographic survey. We compared the published CQOLC total scores from Turkey, Iran, Taiwan, South Korea, the United Kingdom, the United States and Canada with the Singapore dataset and examined the demographic relationships.

RESULTS

Caregivers in Singapore and Asia had lower CQOLC total scores than their Western counterparts. Caregivers who were male, of Chinese ethnicity, had parental relationships with their care recipient, or cared for advanced-stage cancer patients were found to have impaired QOL.

CONCLUSION

The findings of this study highlight possible areas in which support can be provided for family caregivers of cancer patients, and underscore the need to reconcile cultural diversity, values, societal expectations and demographic characteristics in Singapore.
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INTRODUCTION

The chronicity of cancer has shifted care to the home, with family members often being the main care providers for cancer patients. While cancer caregiving is a meaningful experience, it is also associated with deteriorating quality of life (QOL), greater psychiatric sequelae, and increased risk of mortality for the caregiver. These effects on caregivers also ultimately affect the quality of care received by cancer patients. The deteriorating QOL among family caregivers of cancer patients may be of significance in an Asian country such as Singapore, where cultural norms of filial piety and societal expectations mandate that family members take on the responsibility of being main caregivers. It is therefore essential to identify, understand and support family caregivers and, by extension, their care recipients.

Unfortunately, most of the published studies on the associations between caregivers’ QOL and demography have been conducted in Western societies and settings. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no studies conducted in Singapore to identify the type of stress experienced by family caregivers of cancer patients and the needs of these caregivers. This lack of information represents a gap in service provision for this group of caregivers.

The present exploratory study sought to address the paucity of research on the QOL of family caregivers of cancer patients in Singapore by: (a) determining the QOL of such caregivers using objective measures; (b) identifying potential sociodemographic correlates of QOL impairments; and (c) comparing the QOL of such caregivers with that of caregivers from other countries in Asia and beyond. We hypothesised that the QOL impairments faced by family caregivers of cancer patients in Singapore would be comparable to those of caregivers in other countries and that there would be demographic differences in caregiving.

METHODS

Data was pooled from three cross-sectional, ethics-approved studies (i.e. National University of Singapore’s Institutional Review Board and the National Healthcare Group Domain Specific Review Board) conducted in Singapore between 2012 and 2014 (Table I). The response rates in these three studies ranged from 60% to 87% and participants had provided informed consent. Included participants were aged ≥ 18 years, family caregivers of patients with cancer, and able to communicate in English or Mandarin. Domestic helpers who acted as caregivers and participants with known mental health problems or cognitive impairments were excluded from the study analyses. All participants had been recruited at the waiting area of the outpatient clinic of National University Hospital, Singapore, while they were accompanying their care recipients to their appointments.

Participants completed a sociodemographic questionnaire and the Caregiver Quality of Life Index-Cancer (CQOLC). The CQOLC has the best psychometric properties among all...
We also conducted a scoping review of the literature to determine the sociodemographic characteristics of caregivers from other countries, as the original factor structure has not been internationally validated. Independent sample t-tests or analyses of variance with Tukey’s honest significant difference-corrected post-hoc analyses were employed to examine the associations between the sociodemographic characteristics of the caregivers and their scores in the domains of the validated CQOLC-S25.

RESULTS

A total of 258 family caregivers were included in the present study. Table I shows the demographic variables of the caregivers. Their mean total CQOLC-S25 score was 60.7 ± 15.2. When analysed according to the five domains of the CQOLC-S25, the mean scores for the following domains were – burden: 20.4 ± 6.9; physical/practical concerns: 12.4 ± 4.5; emotional reactivity: 6.1 ± 3.7; self-needs: 10.7 ± 3.9; and social support: 11.1 ± 3.1. Analyses revealed that male caregivers had significantly lower CQOLC-S25 scores than female caregivers in the domains of physical/practical concerns (p = 0.004) and self-needs (p = 0.032). Analyses also showed that the CQOLC-S25 scores of Chinese caregivers (as compared to non-Chinese caregivers), caregivers of parents (as compared to those caring for spouses) and caregivers of advanced-stage cancer patients (as compared to those caring for early-stage cancer patients) were significantly lower in the social support domain (p = 0.007, p = 0.024 and p = 0.028, respectively). The caregivers of advanced-stage cancer patients, however, reported significantly better QOL in the burden domain as compared to the caregivers of early-stage cancer patients (p = 0.038). Apart from those mentioned, no other demographic variables were associated with significantly lower QOL scores.

Using the 35-item CQOLC, the mean total CQOLC score for our study cohort was 83.5 ± 19.1 (range 22.3–131.4). This score was compared with the scores of cohorts from other countries. Family caregivers of cancer patients in Singapore were found to have significantly impaired QOL as compared to caregivers in the West (i.e. the United Kingdom, the United States and Canada) (Table II). Among the Asian countries, family caregivers of cancer patients in Singapore were found to have similar QOL to caregivers in Turkey and Taiwan, and significantly better QOL than caregivers in Iran and South Korea.
The findings of the present study likely reflect the vast differences among respondents from the various countries. While cross-cultural differences were not explored, the available literature on caregiving highlights themes of filial piety and obligatory care as motivations for caregiving, particularly in Asian (e.g. Singapore, Taiwan and Korea) and Muslim (e.g. Turkey and Iran) societies.

Similarly, caregivers of other clinical populations (e.g. patients with dementia) also appeared to be influenced by notions of filial piety and obligatory care. A study investigating the factor structure of the Zarit Burden Interview among Singaporean caregivers of dementia patients identified a unique dimension described as ‘worry about caregiver performance’, suggesting the presence of expectations for the standard of care provided among Asian caregivers. In Malaysia, a country that is culturally similar to Singapore, it was found that having formal support in caregiving (such as having a domestic maid or a private nurse) did not alleviate the burden of family caregivers who were caring for dementia patients, emphasising the value of providing familial care.

It is also possible that Asian patients experience more severe symptoms of emotional stress and unmet needs as compared to their Western counterparts or the general population. This may influence the caregiver’s emotional well-being and result in QOL impairments, as it exacerbates the negative perception of providing care and increases role strain. Furthermore, the Asian societies included in the present study were rapidly developing family dynamic systems, broader sociocultural and religious beliefs, and the caregiver’s resilience and capacity to withstand crises, adapt and cope. The findings of the present study likely reflect the vast differences among respondents from the various countries. While cross-cultural differences were not explored, the available literature on caregiving highlights themes of filial piety and obligatory care as motivations for caregiving, particularly in Asian (e.g. Singapore, Taiwan and Korea) and Muslim (e.g. Turkey and Iran) societies.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we found that the caregivers of cancer patients in Singapore and other Asian countries have an impaired QOL relative to their counterparts in Europe or America. The caregiving experience within the family depends not only on available resources and caregiving demands, but also on existing family dynamic systems, broader sociocultural and religious beliefs, and the caregiver’s resilience and capacity to withstand crises, adapt and cope. The findings of the present study likely reflect the vast differences among respondents from the various countries. While cross-cultural differences were not explored, the available literature on caregiving highlights themes of filial piety and obligatory care as motivations for caregiving, particularly in Asian (e.g. Singapore, Taiwan and Korea) and Muslim (e.g. Turkey and Iran) societies.

Similarly, caregivers of other clinical populations (e.g. patients with dementia) also appeared to be influenced by notions of filial piety and obligatory care. A study investigating the factor structure of the Zarit Burden Interview among Singaporean caregivers of dementia patients identified a unique dimension described as ‘worry about caregiver performance’, suggesting the presence of expectations for the standard of care provided among Asian caregivers. In Malaysia, a country that is culturally similar to Singapore, it was found that having formal support in caregiving (such as having a domestic maid or a private nurse) did not alleviate the burden of family caregivers who were caring for dementia patients, emphasising the value of providing familial care.

It is also possible that Asian patients experience more severe symptoms of emotional stress and unmet needs as compared to their Western counterparts or the general population. This may influence the caregiver’s emotional well-being and result in QOL impairments, as it exacerbates the negative perception of providing care and increases role strain. Furthermore, the Asian societies included in the present study were rapidly developing family dynamic systems, broader sociocultural and religious beliefs, and the caregiver’s resilience and capacity to withstand crises, adapt and cope. The findings of the present study likely reflect the vast differences among respondents from the various countries. While cross-cultural differences were not explored, the available literature on caregiving highlights themes of filial piety and obligatory care as motivations for caregiving, particularly in Asian (e.g. Singapore, Taiwan and Korea) and Muslim (e.g. Turkey and Iran) societies.

In the present study, we found that the age and educational level of the family caregivers in Singapore were not significantly associated with their QOL. These findings are in contrast to those of other studies conducted globally, which suggested the influence of these predictors. Given that Singapore’s healthcare model is based on enforced healthcare savings, such proxies of socioeconomic status may not necessarily be a significant determinant of QOL; however, it should be noted that the influence of income on caregiver QOL was not captured in the present study. Family caregivers of patients with advanced-stage cancer understandably experienced impaired QOL in the domains of burden and social support when compared to those caring for patients with early-stage cancer. Advanced-stage cancers may emphasise the difficult realities of palliative care and the patient’s mortality, which can induce stress in family members who are involved in care planning and end-of-life issues. It was also understandable that parents who also acted as caregivers were found to have impaired QOL in the domain of social support, given that their own children were likely unable to assist them with caregiving.

We also found that male family caregivers of cancer patients in Singapore had more impaired QOL than their female peers in the domains of physical/practical concerns and self-needs. This finding is in contrast to those of other studies that reported lower QOL among women due to their traditional gender roles. In Singapore, as in many Asian societies, the responsibility of family caregiving traditionally falls on women, while men are expected to provide for the family. Thus, it seems that some men (i.e. sons or husbands) may experience additional role strain when they are forced to balance both the home and work spheres to care for a relative with cancer.

Research on interventions for family caregivers has shown that existential therapy focusing on the development of hope and home care services is effective in supporting caregivers of care recipients who have advanced cancer and palliative care needs. The findings of a previous study on communication skills training for spousal caregivers of breast cancer patients suggest that such training may be a useful means of support for male caregivers. While studies on interventions that cater to spousal caregivers have been published, to our best knowledge, no studies on interventions catering specifically to caregivers caring for their parents have been conducted.

The results of the present study should be interpreted with caution, given that they were obtained from exploratory secondary analyses of primary data. While every effort was made to ensure the similarity of the sample populations in the selected...
studies, various disease and health characteristics that cannot be controlled for are inherent in all mixed-cancer cohort research. In addition, potentially confounding data on the caregiver’s health, wealth and employment status was not captured or controlled for. Another possibility for the impaired QOL among Asian caregivers could be the CQOLC itself; cross-cultural validations of the CQOLC in each of the Asian countries have suggested that a different factor structure underlies disease-specific caregiver QOL, with poor model fit and internal reliability for the overarching latent CQOLC. Different aspects of caregiving may therefore contribute to overall disease-specific QOL. However, as inherent in all cross-cultural research, there remain cultural variations that cannot be adequately captured, (33) even with more global or general health-related QOL instruments. (11)

To conclude, the findings of the present study provide an avenue for future research into the association of demographic characteristics with caregiver QOL within a particular cultural context. As societal expectations and beliefs differ across cultures, the implications of these varying cultural features (which operate through diverse demographic characteristics) on caregiver QOL deserve greater attention.
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